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Abstract
The cross section of single vector leptoquark production in direct lepton–
gluon interaction is calculated. In a model independent analysis an effective
Lagrangian describing the most general C and P conserving coupling of the
leptoquarks to gluons is considered. An analytical expression is derived for
the cross section in the case of anomalous vector leptoquark couplings to the
gluon field. The cross sections of inclusive production of (eq)-, (µq)- and
(τq)-type vector leptoquarks in ep and pp collisions due to direct lepton–
gluon interaction are evaluated for q = u, b, t. Dependences of the cross
sections on the anomalous couplings are investigated. The obtained results
can be useful for studies at ep colliders and the LHC.
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1. Introduction
Numerous theories beyond the Standard Model lead to the possibility of
quark–lepton interactions mediated by bosons called leptoquarks [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7].
The analysis of this Letter is based on the Buchmu¨ller–Ru¨ckl–Wyler
(BRW) leptoquark model [8] within which the baryon and lepton num-
bers are conserved and the corresponding Lagrangian is symmetric under
SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y transformations so that the leptoquarks carry the
electric and weak charges and also appear to be color triplets. The latter
means that the leptoquarks can couple to the gauge bosons of the Standard
Model [9, 10, 11]. The bosonic couplings of scalar leptoquarks are deter-
mined completely, while for the case of vector leptoquark states there is an
ambiguity in determination of the Yang–Mills type couplings depending on
the nature of the vector leptoquarks. If the leptoquarks are the gauge bosons
of an extended gauge group, being thus fundamental objects, then the cou-
plings are completely fixed by the gauge invariance. However, if they are
low energy manifestations of a more fundamental theory at a higher energy
scale, then the interaction with the gauge bosons is described by an effec-
tive Lagrangian. In this case there may be a number of parameters inducing
anomalous interactions. Therefore, both possibilities of interaction of the
vector leptoquarks should be investigated.
Searches for leptoquarks have been carried out at e+e− [12], ep [13], pp¯ [14]
and pp colliders [15, 16].
The present Letter studies single vector leptoquark production in direct
lepton–gluon interaction and generalizes the analysis of [17, 18] by consid-
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ering the most general C and P conserving coupling of gluons to the lepto-
quarks. The cross sections of production of (eq)-, (µq)- and (τq)-type vector
leptoquarks due to direct lepton–gluon interaction at the LHC is also inves-
tigated for q = u, b, t.
2. The coupling of vector leptoquarks to gluons
Let us consider single vector leptoquark (V ) production in direct inter-
action of a left/right polarized lepton with gluons appearing in the BRW
model [17]:
lL/R + g→ q + V, (1)
where l = e, µ, τ .
The leading order Feynman diagrams contributing to this process are
presented in Fig. 1 in which one encounters the coupling of vector leptoquarks
to gluons mentioned above. The most general effective Lagrangian describing
vector leptoquark–gluon interaction has the form [19]:
LgV =
∑
vectors
{
−1
2
Gi†µνG
µν
i +m
2
V V
i†
µ V
µ
i
−igs
[
(1− kG)V i†µ taijV jν Gµνa +
λG
m2V
Gi†σµt
a
ijG
jµ
ν Gνσa
]}
. (2)
Here, gs is the strong coupling constant, t
a
ij are the generators of the group
SU(3)C , mV is the leptoquark mass, kG and λG are the anomalous couplings.
The field strength tensors of the gluon and vector leptoquark fields are
Gaµν = ∂µAaν − ∂νAaµ + gsfabcAµbAνc,
Giµν = D
ik
µ Vνk −Dikν Vµk, (3)
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with the covariant derivative given by
Dijµ = ∂µδ
ij − igstijaAaµ. (4)
The parameters kG and λG are related to the anomalous ”magnetic” mo-
ment µV and ”electric” quadrupole moment qV of the leptoquarks in the
color field and assumed to be real
µV,G =
gs
2mV
(2− kG + λG) ,
qV,G = − gs
m2V
(1− kG − λG) . (5)
To keep the analysis model independent, it is also assumed that these
quantities are independent.
The Lagrangian (2) leads to the following Feynman rule for the trilinear
V V g vertex shown in Fig. 2:
V V V g,aijβσα (p1, p2, p3) = igs(t
a)ij
[
V̂βσα + kGV̂
k
βσα +
λG
m2V
V̂ λβσα
]
, (6)
where
V̂βσα(p1, p2, p3) = (p3 − p1)βgσα + (p2 − p3)αgβσ + (p1 − p2)σgαβ, (7)
V̂ kβσα(p1, p2, p3) = p1βgσα − p1σgβα, (8)
V̂ λβσα(p1, p2, p3) = (p2 · p3)(p1βgσα − p1σgβα) + (p1 · p3)(p2σgβα − p2αgβσ)
+ (p1 · p2)(p3αgβσ − p3βgσα) + p2αp3βp1σ − p2σp3αp1β. (9)
The Feynman rules for the rest two vertices, eqV and qqg, needed to
calculate the cross section are much simpler and given in Fig. 3.
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3. The cross section for direct lepton–gluon interaction
The cross section of the reaction (1) is calculated using the diagrams from
Fig. 1 with the corresponding Feynman rules given by (6) and Fig. 3. The
result in the limit of the vanishing lepton mass reads
σlg(s) =
λ2αs
8m2V s
3
{
p
√
s
4m2V
[
3∑
i=1
fi(s, kG, λG) + 4m
2
V (16m
4
V − 5m4q)
]
+
[
6∑
i=4
fi(s, kG, λG)− 8m4V (s−m2V )− 2m6q
]
log
[
(p2 +m2V )
1/2
+ p
mV
]
+2
[
f7(s, kG, λG) + 2m
2
V (s
2 − 2m2V s + 2m4V )−m6q
]
log
[(
p2 +m2q
)1/2
+ p
mq
]}
,
(10)
where λ is the coupling constant corresponding to the lqV vertex, αs = g
2
s/4pi,
f1(s, kG, λG) = m
2
q(m
2
V s(k
2
G − 2(kG + 12)λG + 28kG − 44)− 3λ2Gs2 − 44m4V ),
(11)
f2(s, kG, λG) = m
2
V s
2(k2G − 2kG(9λG + 16) + 13λ2G + 32), (12)
f3(s, kG, λG) = −m4V s(kG − λG)2 + λ2Gs(m4q + 4s2), (13)
f4(s, kG, λG) = m
2
q(s
2(λ2G−k2G−3kG+1)+m2V s(kG+2λG+4)+6m4V ), (14)
f5(s, kG, λG) = s
3(k2G+2kGλG−3λ2G)−m2V s2(k2G−2kG(λG+2)+λ2G), (15)
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f6(s, kG, λG) = m
4
qs(3kG − 2λG + 1)− 12m4qm2V , (16)
f7(s, kG, λG) = 2m
4
q((kG+1)s− 3m2V )−m2q((kG− 1)s2− 3m4V +m2V s) (17)
and p =
√
(s− (mV +mq)2) (s− (mV −mq)2)/2
√
s is the center-of-mass
momentum of any of the final state particles.
One can verify that (10) is in a very good numerical agreement with
the corresponding calculations of [17] at kG = 1, λG = 0 (the minimal vector
coupling) and exactly reducible to the result from [18] by setting kG = λG = 0
(Yang–Mills type coupling) as well.
Note that from (10) one can also obtain the exact expression for the lead-
ing order cross section of W boson production in neutrino–photon scattering
νl + γ → l +W [20] by performing the following substitutions [18]:
λ→ g√
2
,
αs
2
→ α, mV → mW , mq → ml, kG = λG = 0, (18)
where g is the coupling of the weak charged current (related to the Fermi
coupling constant GF by GF =
√
2g2/8m2W , α is the fine structure constant.
The coefficient of αs is the color factor equal to 1/2 for the diagrams in Fig. 1.
4. Single vector leptoquark production in lepton–proton collisions
A standard convolution of the cross section (10) with the gluon distri-
bution in the proton gives the cross section of inclusive vector leptoquark
production measurable in lepton–proton collisions:
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σlp(s) =
∫ 1
x0
dx g(x, sˆ)σlg(xs), (19)
where g(x, sˆ) is the gluon distribution function,
√
sˆ is the total energy of
the subprocess, x0 = (mV +mq)
2/s.
Figures 4 and 5 show the cross sections for the production of the (eb) and
(et)-type vector leptoquarks in ep collisions evaluated using (19) with the
gluon distribution function adopted from CTEQ5 [21] at a few fixed values
of the anomalous couplings.
Dependences of the cross section (19) on the anomalous couplings are also
investigated in the ranges |kG|, |λG| ≤ 1 covering both the particular cases of
the minimal vector and the Yang–Mills couplings. The corresponding results
for production of (eb) and (et)-type vector leptoquarks of mass 800 GeV at
√
s = 1800 GeV are presented in Figs. 6, 7 and 8.
5. Single vector leptoquark production in proton–proton collisions
Leptoquarks can be produced singly at pp colliders such as the LHC by
splitting photons emitted from the proton beam into lepton pairs [22]. One
of the leptons can then collide with a gluon from the other proton beam and
thereby produce a leptoquark. This mechanism is schematically illustrated
in Fig 9. The corresponding cross section is then given by
σpp(s) =
∫ 1
x0
dx1
∫ 1
x0/x1
dx2 fl/p(x1, sˆ)g(x2, sˆ)σlg(x1x2s). (20)
Here fl/p(x1, sˆ) is the equivalent lepton spectrum of the proton which can
be found as
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fl/p(x, sˆ) =
∫ 1
x
dz
z
fl/γ(x/z, sˆ)fγ/p(z, sˆ), (21)
where fγ/p(x, sˆ) is the equivalent photon spectrum of the proton and
fl/γ(x, sˆ) is the photon splitting rate to lepton pairs of massml [23, 24, 25, 26]
fl/γ(x, sˆ) =
α
2pi
[
x2 + (1− x)2] log sˆ
m2l
. (22)
In the present analysis, for fγ/p(x, sˆ), the inelastic photon content of the
proton from [27] is adopted. It is also set sˆ = m2V in all the used partonic
distribution functions [22].
Figures 10 and 11 show the cross sections for the production of the (lu)
and (lt)-type vector leptoquarks (l = e, µ, τ) in pp collisions evaluated us-
ing (20) at
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 14 TeV, kG = λG = 0.
Dependences of the cross sections on the anomalous couplings are also
investigated in the range |kG| ≤ 1 for λG = 1, 0,−1. The corresponding
results for production of (eu) and (et)-type vector leptoquarks of mass 1 TeV
in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV are presented in Fig. 12 and Figs. 13, 14
respectively.
6. Conclusions
The cross section for single vector leptoquark production in direct lepton–
gluon interaction is calculated using the Buchmu¨ller–Ru¨ckl–Wyler SU(3)C×
SU(2)L×U(1)Y -symmetric Lagrangian with the most general C and P con-
serving coupling of the leptoquarks to gluons. An analytical expression is
derived for the cross section in the case of anomalous vector leptoquark cou-
plings, kG and λG, to the gluon field. The leptoquark mass dependences of
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the cross sections of inclusive production of the (eq), (µq) and (τq) vector
leptoquarks in electron–proton collisions at
√
s = 1.8 TeV and proton–proton
collisions at the LHC energies
√
s = 7 TeV,
√
s = 14 TeV are evaluated for
q = u, b, t. The dependences of the cross sections on kG and λG are also
investigated in the range |kG|, |λG| ≤ 1. It is found that the change of the
cross sections with varying kG is sizable, while they appear to be almost
insensitive to the variations of λG.
The presented analysis is applicable to the production of vector lepto-
quarks of the other types as well and can be useful for studies at ep colliders
and the LHC.
Single leptoquark production may be relatively easy to analyze experi-
mentally due to a leptoquark decays into a lepton (l± or νl) plus a quark,
depending on its electric charge and isospin. In this case, the final state
has simple topology formed by either an identified charged lepton plus jet,
both at large transverse momenta (pT ∼ mV /2), or large missing transverse
momentum plus jet [22].
The main contribution to the background arises from W (→ lνl) plus
jet and Z(→ νlν¯l) plus jet final states. Unlike in leptoquark decays, the
transverse momenta of leptons and jets are not balanced in the background
events and the latter can be well separated out.
The most stringent limits to date on the first generation vector leptoquark
masses and the Yukawa coupling λ are obtained by the ZEUS Collaboration
at HERA in e±p collisions. Leptoquarks with λ = 0.3 are excluded for masses
up to 699 GeV [28]. For larger values of mV (mV = 1 TeV) the coupling
λ may range from 0.43 to 3.24 which covers the corresponding parameter
9
values chosen in this Letter.
The dominant mechanism of leptoquark production in pp¯ and pp colli-
sions, recently analyzed at Fermilab’s Tevatron and the LHC (at
√
s = 1.96
TeV and 7 TeV, respectively) is the production of leptoquark pairs in gluon–
gluon fusion and quark–antiquark annihilation [14, 29, 30, 31]. Though these
processes do not depend on the unknown coupling λ, they, however, allow
to reach the leptoquark masses lower than it is possible in single leptoquark
production discussed above [22]. This is a result of the softness of gluons and
antiquarks in the proton (antiproton).
According to the present analysis, for the parameters given above, (lt)-
type vector leptoquarks of mass of about 1 TeV can be reached in pp collisions
at
√
s = 14 TeV with integrated luminosity of about 10 fb−1. The (lu)-, (ld)-
type vector leptoquarks of the same mass can be studied with much lower
luminosities of about 1 fb−1.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1: Tree level Feynman diagrams describing the process l+g→ q+V .
Fig. 2: Triple vertex V V g. All momenta are incoming.
Fig. 3: The Feynman rules for the the lqV vertex (top) and for the
quark–gluon vertex (bottom).
Fig. 4: The cross section of production of the (eb)-type vector leptoquark
in the reaction eLp → V X as a function of the leptoquark mass at
√
s =
1800 GeV. Dotted curve: kG = λG = 0. Dotdashed curve: kG = 1, λG = 0.
Dashed curve: kG = λG = −1. The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118.
Fig. 5: The cross section of production of the (et)-type vector leptoquark
in the reaction eLp → V X as a function of the leptoquark mass at
√
s =
1800 GeV. Dotted curve: kG = λG = 0. Dot-dashed curve: kG = 1, λG = 0.
Dashed curve: kG = λG = −1. The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118.
Fig. 6: The cross section of production of the (eb)-type vector leptoquark
of mass 800 GeV in the reaction eLp→ V X as a function of the anomalous
coupling kG at
√
s = 1800 GeV for λG = −1 (dashed), λG = 0 (dot-dashed)
and λG = 1 (dotted). The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118.
Fig. 7: The cross section of production of the (et)-type vector leptoquark
of mass 800 GeV in the reaction eLp→ V X as a function of the anomalous
coupling kG at
√
s = 1800 GeV for λG = −1 (dashed), λG = 0 (dot-dashed)
and λG = 1 (dotted). The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118.
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Fig. 8: The cross section of production of the (et)-type vector leptoquark
of mass 800 GeV in the reaction eLp→ V X as a function of the anomalous
coupling λG at
√
s = 1800 GeV for kG = −1 (dashed), kG = 0 (dot-dashed)
and kG = 1 (dotted). The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118.
Fig. 9: Schematic representation of the mechanism for producing single
leptoquarks in proton-proton collisions.
Fig. 10: The cross sections of production of the (lu)-type vector lep-
toquarks in the reaction pp → V X as a function of the leptoquark mass
((eu) –dotted, (µu) – dot-dashed, (τu) – dashed). Two groups of curves are
presented corresponding to
√
s = 7 TeV (lower) and
√
s = 14 TeV (upper).
The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118, kG = λG = 0.
Fig. 11: The cross sections of production of the (lt)-type vector lep-
toquarks in the reaction pp → V X as a function of the leptoquark mass
((et) –dotted, (µt) – dot-dashed, (τt) – dashed). Two groups of curves are
presented corresponding to
√
s = 7 TeV (lower) and
√
s = 14 TeV (upper).
The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118, kG = λG = 0.
Fig. 12: The cross section of production of the (eu)-type vector lepto-
quark of mass 1 TeV in the reaction pp→ V X as a function of the anomalous
coupling kG at
√
s = 14 TeV for λG = −1 (dashed), λG = 0 (dot-dashed)
and λG = 1 (dotted). The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118.
Fig. 13: The cross section of production of the (et)-type vector lepto-
quark of mass 1 TeV in the reaction pp→ V X as a function of the anomalous
14
coupling kG at
√
s = 14 TeV for λG = −1 (dashed), λG = 0 (dot-dashed)
and λG = 1 (dotted). The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118.
Fig. 14: The cross section of production of the (et)-type vector lepto-
quark of mass 1 TeV in the reaction pp→ V X as a function of the anomalous
coupling λG at
√
s = 14 TeV for kG = −1 (dashed), kG = 0 (dot-dashed)
and kG = 1 (dotted). The coupling λ is divided out, αs = 0.118.
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